WELCOME
On behalf of the Board of The Network, I welcome you to the 2020 Tasmanian Forest Industries Virtual
Forum.

The biennial state-wide Forum and Dinner is an important feature on the Network calendar and has this
year been adapted considerably due to Covid-19, and we thank you for your support for both this Virtua
Forum and the Regional Dinners.

There are a number of consuming issues currently facing the forest industry in Tasmania, with the theme
of this Virtual Forum

Forests for the Future - Planning for Tomorrow Today set to explore many of

these.

Thank you to the speakers, sponsors and working group
members for their time, expertise and commitment to
bring this all together.
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Paul Heubner
Chief Exectuive Officer, Pentarch Forestry
Paul has more than two decades’ experience in forestry. In 2000, Paul
migrated from South Africa to Australia to join Pentarch Forestry as a
Shipping Operations Manager, developing through a number of roles in
the company including Chartering Manager and GM, Shipping and
Marketing. In 2008, Paul was appointed General Manager for Pentarch
Forestry and in September 2016 Paul was appointed CEO of the Forestry
Division. Reporting to the Board of Directors, Paul oversees all forestry
related operations. Paul’s a member of the Governing Committee of the
recently formed Victorian Forest Products Association.

SPEAKERS
Morris Miselowski
Global Futurist
Morris Miselowski unleashes possibilities for businesses by breaking
with convention.

For over 30 years he’s influenced the thinking of some of the world’s
biggest organisations and brands to see what tomorrow might look like –
long before they experience it.

Morris has also shared his practical insights across the global stage and
international media outlets, and is recognised for his energy, depth-ofknowledge and foresight.

A hell-raiser to the core. Morris is known to hurl metaphorical hand- grenades into rooms to push
companies to unshackle from legacy systems and stuck-in-the past thinking.

He’s become a trusted authority worldwide through his devotion to industry-specific research. Morris is
passionate about reaching deep inside a business and examining what lies at its core. It’s through this
lens, he’s able to make the impossible, seem possible.

Among futurists he has a reputation for being the ‘real deal,’ which has earnt him a position in the
Einstein 100 Genius (G100) community and an Adjunct Industry Fellow appointment with Griffith
University.

Reimagining the Future of Tasmanian Forestry
2020 has been a watershed year for humanity, as collectively, we’ve been forced to react with
uncertainty to the relentless necessity to evolve life, love and business.
To weather the global storm, the impossible had to become immediately possible, as we hurriedly
cobbled together new temporary practices, technologies and ways of doing things.

The time has now come to learn from our past, review our present and actively decide our future.

Morris Miselowski, global business futurist, will explore Tasmanian Forestry’s world ahead, the future
demands for its products and what the world needs and expects from the industry.

SPEAKERS
Paul Heubner
Chief Executive Officer, Pentarch Forestry
Paul has more than two decades’ experience in forestry. In 2000, Paul
migrated from South Africa to Australia to join Pentarch Forestry as a
Shipping Operations Manager, developing through a number of roles in
the company including Chartering Manager and GM, Shipping and
Marketing. In 2008, Paul was appointed General Manager for Pentarch
Forestry and in September 2016 Paul was appointed CEO of the Forestry
Division. Reporting to the Board of Directors, Paul oversees all forestry
related operations. Paul’s a member of the Governing Committee of the
recently formed Victorian Forest Products Association.

SPEAKERS
Jillian Aylett Brown
Chief Executive Officer, MechLog
Before MechLog, Jillian owned and operated two successful businesses.
She also worked as a project manager and human resource adviser;
and in strategic marketing for clients in several industries. Jillian has
extensive business experience in forestry support services. Jillian:

Has been a director of MechLog for 25 years;
Is qualified in human resources, Work Health and Safety,
compliance, project management, marketing, supply-chain, and
business operations;
Has coaching experience, empowering personnel to achieve
effective results.

Jillian holds a Diploma of Travel (International), a Diploma of Entrepreneurship (EDIA), Cert IV in WHS,
and is a Member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors. Jillian has received several industry
awards and attended numerous conferences, both in Australia and overseas.

Professor Rodney Keenan
Chair of Ecosystem and Forest Sciences,
University of Melbourne
Rod has been Professor and Chair of Forest and Ecosystem Sciences at
the University of Melbourne since 2005. He graduated with a B. Sc.
(Forestry) from the ANU and a PhD in forest ecology from University of
British Columbia. He has research interests in sustainable forest
management, forests and climate change, ecosystem services and forest
policy. He has worked across Australia, in Canada, Papua New Guinea
and South East Asia. From 2009-14 he was Director of the Victorian
Centre for Climate Change Adaptation Research and was a member of
the UN-FAO Advisory Group for the Global Forest Resource Assessment
from 2003 to 2015.

SPEAKERS
Jacquie Ray
Managing Director, Timmins Ray Public Relations
Over her 16-year career as a strategic communication specialist,
Jacquie has advised and counselled state and federal government
agencies, public corporations and NGOs in Australia and the United
Kingdom. She has particular expertise in crisis and issues management,
stakeholder and community engagement, media and publicity and
strategic marketing.
Jacquie is a former Deputy National President and Tasmanian State
President of the Public Relations Institute of Australia.
Before establishing Timmins Ray, Jacquie worked with another Tasmanian consultancy for nearly 10
years, managing a portfolio of major clients and providing specialist counsel on a diversity of issues,
ranging from strategic communication and stakeholder engagement to media/ publicity and
reputation management.
Jacquie has been an industry mentor and lecturer to Journalism, Media and Communication students
at the University of Tasmania. She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree with majors in Journalism/Media
Studies and French from UTAS.

SPEAKERS
Depha Miedecke
General Manager – Technical and Strategy, Petuna Seafoods
Depha has had more than 20 years' experience in the aquaculture industry
after completing her studies in Aquaculture at the University of Tasmania.
She has travelled overseas to Norway, Faroe Islands, Scotland and Chile
to learn about fish production technology and other aspects of the global
salmon industry.

Depha has held numerous positions in the industry, starting as a farm
attendant, then a diver, fish health technical officer, Operations Manager,
Regional Farm Manager, Senior Manager of Farming, and for the past
two years, a Senior Manager Community Engagement.

Facilitator
Associate Professor Julianne O'Reilly-Wapstra
Director, ARC Centre for Forest Value,
University of Tasmania
Associate Professor Julianne O’Reilly-Wapstra is Director of the Australian
Research Council Training Centre for Forest Value and a Director on the
Tasmanian Forests and Forest Products Network Board. Based at the
University of Tasmania, Julianne has over 20 years’ experience in working
with the forest industries on collaborative research projects with a focus
on plant resistance and pest management of browsing marsupials in
plantations.
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Forico is more than Tasmania’s largest plantation forest and supply chain manager.

Forico continue to challenge the status quo and create value from the unique assets under
management. So, whilst we are refining our conventional fibre assets and supply chain, we are also
leading the charge on new initiatives.

Natural capital accounting – we know we cannot manage what we cannot measure.
Environmental services are important to Forico, and we are leading the charge on sophisticated
systems to demonstrate value and create new markets.

Climate change – we consider that we have a strong role to play in a changing climate. We are
focused on optimising our approach to assets that mitigates risk, as well as recognising our
leadership role as part of the solution at a global scale.

Carbon neutrality and trading – we understand the carbon value of our enterprise, and we
recognise the mandate to deliver on it.

Renewable energy – we are exploring new ways of harnessing energy from the forests we
manage. This includes wind energy infrastructure, as well and embedded energy from our harvest
residues.

At the end of the day, Forico seeks to add value, develop a culture of knowledge and innovation, and
maintain industry leadership.
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Our treety: to grow our future economy and ecology
through trees.
Planting trees in the right place on farms with the intention of harvesting and replanting is a win-win
for the environment, society and landowners.
Trees can deliver increased primary production productivity while simultaneously growing high
value timber products, delivering biofuel, improving water quality and efficiency, and improving the
carbon balance. Trees also protect the land for future generations while growing high value
products. Trees and farmers will grow the future.
There has never been a better time to plant trees.
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Reliance Forest Fibre (RFF) is a vertically integrated forest growing and
processing company that manages a forest estate of 68,000ha located
across Tasmania. Of this estate 47,000 ha is E. nitens and E. globulus
plantations managed for wood production. The remaining area is
managed under a range of land uses including seed orchards,
conservation areas and agricultural leases.

RFF also owns and operates a woodchipping facility at Bell Bay with a
capacity to export up to 800,000 gmt per annum that provides a
secure access to global markets for its own product as well as for other
plantation growers.

RFF’s forest operations are certified under the Australian Forest
Standard AS 4708 for Sustainable Forest Management.
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Pentarch Forestry together with its affiliated company, ANWE, is
uniquely placed in the NW of Tasmania to be able to provide access to
market for growers in solid wood and wood chip. Comingling
arrangements in both plantation and native hardwood chip affords
growers the opportunity to achieve the best possible return through an
open and transparent model. We control the full chain including
chipping, marshalling, delivery to market, sale of products and back
office administration to ensure growers are paid. Our vision is to ensure
that growers achieve the highest possible returns for their wood
products to encourage replanting of trees and new afforestation
programs.

At ForestWorks, we believe the forest and wood products industry has
much to offer our communities: from the many uses of a sustainable
resource, to creating value for enterprises and meaningful employment
for workers.

ForestWorks plays a key role in supporting national workforce
development and innovation to increase the industry’s productivity and
value.

We bring together enterprise, industry associations, unions, government,
the VET sector and training providers to support industry and workers.

We connect enterprises to skills development opportunities; and work
with government to support industry’s workforce development needs.
We also facilitate skills recognition in the industry, including through
FOLS.
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Timberlink is Tasmania’s leading producer of plantation grown pine.
Using the latest technology, over 200 Tasmanians at our Bell Bay mill,
convert locally grown plantation pine into indoor and outdoor structural
framing, fencing, landscaping, decorative and industrial products.

Sold in Tasmania and around the world, every cubic metre of timber we
make, removes 631kg of CO2 from our atmosphere.
Timberlink is also an integral part of the community, using local
businesses wherever possible and supporting community groups,
schools and sporting clubs. Every year we directly and indirectly
contribute over 150 million dollars to the Tasmanian economy.
Timberlink. Made of Tasmania.

Neville Smith Forest Products (NSFP) is a family owned and vertically
integrated enterprise operating within Tasmania since 1924 and
specialising in Tasmanian Oak, one of the world’s most beautiful and
durable cool climate timbers.

NSFP’s core business of processing and manufacturing high value
appearance grade timber products for the interior design and home
decor market is one of the largest in Australia, supplying both domestic
and overseas markets under the Abelwood and Woodsmith brands and
employing over 100 staff across its Tasmanian operations.

These businesses operate with a collective goal of maximising the
value of Tasmania’s most sustainable and renewable resource:
regrowth Tasmanian Oak timber.
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WBP offers cost effective log export solutions for Tasmania’s Forest
Gowers.

Working closely with the client to plan procurement and delivery, and
utilising our knowledge and technology WBP provide a range options
for forest owners and forestry managers.

We export hardwood and softwood globally through our log export
facilities to number of international and domestic markets.

No project is too small with access to both container and bulk shipping

Complete timber supply and export solutions
Contact: marketing@woodbasedproducts.com.au
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